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ABSTRACT
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Mediator is a conserved and essential coactivator complex broadly required for RNA polymerase II
(RNAPII) transcription. Recent genome-wide studies of Mediator binding in budding yeast have
revealed new insights into the functions of this critical complex and raised new questions about its
role in the regulation of gene expression.
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Introduction
Mediator is a critical integrator of transcriptional regulatory signals that plays a central role in RNAPII transcription by communicating regulatory information directly
to the RNAPII holoenzyme. Upon activation of transcription, Mediator is thought to be recruited to distal
regulatory sequences, such as upstream activating
sequences (UASs) in yeast and enhancers in metazoans,
by DNA-bound transcription factors and then loop to
target promoters to convey regulatory input. Mediator
comprises 25 subunits in yeast and 30 subunits in human
that are organized into four modules: head, middle, tail,
and kinase. In yeast, the head and middle modules are
essential and generally required for RNAPII transcription.1 In contrast, the tail and kinase modules are not
required for viability and their loss only affects subsets of
genes. The tail module is important for promoting transcription of stress response genes, which are generally
characterized by the presence of a consensus TATA box
promoter element and their requirement for SAGA,
another coactivator complex.2 The dissociable kinase
module appears to act as a context-dependent regulator
through the phosphorylation of transcription factors
and other targets.3 In this point of view, we summarize
recent progress in understanding Mediator function and
its role in the regulation of gene expression from recent

genome-wide and structural studies and outline important directions for future studies of Mediator.

Genome-wide mapping of Mediator in budding
yeast
Analysis of the genomic binding sites for Mediator in
budding yeast has been performed for over a decade,
often with ambiguous results. Early chromatin immunoprecipitation with tiled microarray analysis (ChIP-chip)
experiments revealed the association of Mediator with
over 1,200 sites both upstream of and within coding
regions of genes.4 These observations were also supported by work in Schizosaccharomyces pombe.5 However, the view that Mediator binding is widespread was
challenged by single-locus ChIP-PCR experiments that
found little or no Mediator binding upstream of many
highly transcribed genes.6 Further ChIP-qPCR analysis
argued that the majority of sites detected in the early
ChIP-chip studies, particularly those in gene bodies,
were false positives.7 Such concerns with Mediator ChIP
speciﬁcity may be related to the ﬁnding that irrelevant
proteins, including nuclear-localized GFP, can be efﬁciently localized to highly transcribed genes via ChIP
and high-throughput sequencing (ChIP-seq).8 Indeed,
this “hyper-ChIPable artifact” can be seen in Mediator
ChIP-seq proﬁles.9 Emphasizing the often ambiguous
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results obtained by ChIP analysis of Mediator binding,
ChIP-seq for Med17 using a Med17 antibody or epitope-tagged Med17 gives notably different results.9,10
Most recently, ChIP-chip analysis normalized to a control ChIP from a strain without epitope-tagged Mediator
has ﬁrmly placed Mediator upstream of ORFs,11,12 while
ChIP-seq indicated little Mediator binding to any region
under normal growth conditions.13
Given the longstanding ambiguity regarding the
genome-wide localization of Mediator in budding
yeast, we decided to apply a ChIP-orthogonal technique, chromatin endogenous cleavage, and highthroughput sequencing (ChEC-seq)14 to the problem.
In ChEC-seq, a chromatin-associated protein of interest is tagged with micrococcal nuclease (MNase),
enabling targeted, calcium-dependent cleavage of speciﬁc loci. Released fragments are then sequenced and
mapped back to the genome, with peaks of fragment
ends corresponding to genomic binding events. We
mapped two Mediator head subunits, Med8 and
Med17, by ChEC-seq under a variety of conditions.15
The high resolution of ChEC-seq unambiguously
revealed that Mediator exclusively associated with
UAS regions under all conditions tested, rather than
core promoters or gene bodies. Our results indicated
that Mediator was bound to the UAS regions of essentially all genes, and that, for the most part, the level of
Mediator at the UAS was uncoupled from transcriptional output. Interestingly, we also noted that the distance from the average position of maximum
Mediator enrichment to the TSS was different at
SAGA- versus TFIID-dominated genes, perhaps indicating differences for Mediator function during the
assembly of the transcription initiation machinery at
these gene classes.

Mediator and PIC assembly
Recent advances in cryo-EM have provided spectacular insight into the PIC-Mediator complex architecture.1,16 Such studies of the budding yeast
PIC-Mediator complex suggested that Mediator has
surprisingly little effect on the structure of the core
PIC, with Mediator-induced PIC rearrangements limited to TFIIH and TFIIS.1,16 Moreover, the addition of
budding yeast Mediator to pre-formed PICs had no
effect on transcription initiation.16 These ﬁndings are
consistent with a role for Mediator in PIC assembly,
e.g., by facilitating the recruitment of general

transcription factors (GTFs) to the core promoter, as
suggested by several in vitro studies. Mutations in
Med17, Med18, and Med20 compromise PIC assembly in yeast nuclear extract,17 and Mediator-depleted
HeLa cell nuclear extract is deﬁcient in recruitment of
several PIC components.18 However, the role of
Mediator in PIC assembly in vivo is far less understood. A number of studies using temperaturesensitive mutants in various Mediator subunits have
suggested roles of these subunits in the recruitment of
GTFs.19,20 The nuclear depletion of the Mediator head
module subunits Med17 and Med18 using anchoraway21 resulted in reduced, though not completely
abrogated, TFIIB binding to core promoters.11 This
ﬁnding is supported by recent structural work showing the association of Med18 and Med20 with TFIIB
resulting in the stabilization of promoter bound
TFIIB,1 probably through a change in TFIIB DNA
binding kinetics.22
We investigated the potential role of Mediator in
PIC formation in budding yeast by analyzing the effect
of Mediator depletion on the recruitment of TFIID
and vice versa.15 Cooperative assembly of Mediator
and TFIID on chromatin was demonstrated in
vitro,23,24 but this relationship was questioned by work
in Drosophila cells indicating that RNAi-mediated
depletion of the Mediator head subunit Med17 had no
effect on TBP or Taf2 binding to a model promoter.25
To comprehensively address this relationship in vivo,
we depleted Med14 via anchor-away, which is proposed to also remove all Mediator subunits saved for
the Med2/3/15 tail triad from the nucleus,26 and
mapped TFIID binding via ChEC-seq for Taf1, an
essential subunit of TFIID that directly contacts promoter DNA.27 Depletion of Mediator reduced TFIID
association with »70% of all promoters, indicating an
important role for Mediator in TFIID recruitment.
Depleting Taf1 and mapping Mediator via Med8
ChEC-seq revealed widespread reduction in Mediator
association. Our data indicate that the cooperation in
chromatin recruitment between Mediator and TFIID
demonstrated in vitro occurs in vivo and supports a
role for Mediator in PIC assembly in cells.

Regulation of Mediator association with the
genome
In vitro studies suggest that Mediator is recruited by
activators, speciﬁc transcription factors that
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predominantly stimulate transcription of stress
response genes, via interactions with the tail module
of Mediator.28 In budding yeast, only 10% of genes are
classiﬁed as stress response or SAGA-dominated
genes.29 Thus, it has been a longstanding question
how Mediator, if recruited to only a small fraction of
genes, functions as a global regulator of gene expression. Recent genome-wide mapping by others and us
revealed that Mediator is bound to UASs of essentially
all genes.30,31 The mechanisms that are involved in
Mediator recruitment to chromatin are still unclear.
While the interaction between activators and the
Mediator tail module has been studied in great detail
in vitro,32-34 there is conﬂicting data on its role in vivo.
We found that deletion of Med15/Gal11 (the main
activator binding subunit in the tail module) does not
abolish chromatin association of Mediator with
UASs,30 while a pair of recent studies found that combined deletion of Med3 and Med15 results in
decreased binding of Mediator to UASs and causes
robust global decrease in TFIIB binding at both
SAGA- and TFIID-dominated promoters.12,35 However, in agreement with its nonessential role in general
transcription and structural work, the same studies
reported that the tail is not required for Mediator
association with the PIC,1,12,35 suggesting that association with a UAS before contacting the PIC is not necessarily required for Mediator function. It is, however,
unclear how Mediator is recruited to the core promoter if it is not ﬁrst recruited to the UAS. One possibility is that tailless Mediator remains capable of
contacting the promoter-bound PIC, particularly
through high-afﬁnity interactions with the unphosphorylated RNAPII carboxy-terminal domain
(CTD).16
New evidence suggests that, instead of the tail
module, the kinase activity of Cdk8 in Mediator’s
kinase module may play an important role in
global Mediator recruitment. The loss of the Mediator kinase module results in the increased binding
of Mediator to UAS regions, indicative of a role
for phosphorylation in modulating the association
of Mediator with the genome.12,35 This could be
achieved through kinase module phosphorylation
of the Med3 tail subunit, which results in
decreased Med3 protein levels via recruit of the
Grr1 ubiquitin ligase.36 Consistent with this idea,
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co-deletion of Med3 and Med15 results in
decreased binding of Mediator to UASs.12,35 Interestingly, these studies also showed that the kinase
module associates with UASs but not core promoters, suggesting that the kinase module dissociates from core Mediator or is degraded before PIC
association, though the mechanism underlying this
compositional transition remains unknown.
It is also unclear if and how Mediator transits
between its major binding site at the UASs and
core promoters to facilitate PIC formation, especially since Mediator has not been detected at core
promoters in genome-wide studies under normal
growth conditions. Several Mediator subunits were
originally discovered as suppressors of CTD truncations,37,38 and the association of Mediator with the
CTD is disrupted by CTD phosphorylation in
vitro.39 It was thus hypothesized that the CTD
might be linked to the recruitment of Mediator to
PICs in vivo. Indeed, the abrogation of CTD phosphorylation via chemical inhibition or anchor-away
depletion of the CTD kinase Kin28 resulted in a
dramatic increase in Mediator association with core
promoters, but not UASs.11,13 It was therefore proposed that Mediator association with the PIC is
transient, being quickly disrupted by CTD phosphorylation. We also investigated this phenomenon
by performing Mediator ChEC-seq following chemical inhibition of Kin28. In contrast to the ChIP
studies described above, we did not detect an
increase in Mediator association with core promoters.15 These differing results may be due to
technical
differences
in
the
experimental
approaches. When fused to Med8, MNase could
potentially be too far from promoter DNA to
cleave, or DNA access could be sterically blocked
by PIC components. It is also possible that, because
Mediator contains no DNA binding domains, the
interaction of Mediator with the PIC captured in
ChIP experiments is mediated by protein–protein
interactions trapped by formaldehyde crosslinking.
Such interactions are proposed to occur via Mediator association with UASs and subsequent association with the PIC, with a single Mediator complex
contacting both the UAS and PIC.12,15,35 We also
note that the lack of robust Mediator association
with core promoters observed in ChIP studies
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Conclusion and future perspectives

Figure 1. Mediator binds to ribosomal protein gene UASs, Heatmaps of Mediator ChEC-seq signal (1 min after calcium addition)
at RPG TSSs from cells grown in yeast extract-peptone-dextrose
(YPD) or glucose complete (GC) medium lacking isoleucine and
valine. Heatmaps are normalized to reads per million, log2-transformed, and centered around a value of 10.

without Kin28 inhibition is consistent with work
demonstrating a temporal threshold for formaldehyde crosslinking.40

Regulation of ribosomal protein genes by
Mediator
Ribosomal protein genes (RPGs) are among the most
highly transcribed genes in budding yeast. Despite the
apparently global role of Mediator in RNAPII transcription,1 several studies have argued against a role
for Mediator in the regulation of RPG transcription
based on the poor enrichment of Mediator at RPG
regulatory sequences.6,11,41 However, it has been
argued that Mediator binding to RPG regulator
sequences is highly dynamic, precluding its efﬁcient
detection by ChIP.11 Given that we detected Mediator
at the UASs of essentially all genes, regardless of
expression level, using ChEC-seq,15 we wondered if
ChEC-seq might effectively capture Mediator enrichment at RPGs. We re-analyzed our Med8 ChEC-seq
data from cells grown in both yeast extract-peptonedextrose and glucose complete media and found
robust enrichment upstream of the majority of RPGs
(Fig. 1). In combination with the observation that
Mediator is globally required for RNAPII transcription,1 these data indicate that Mediator regulates RPG
transcription.

Genome-wide studies of Mediator binding and function in yeast have revealed valuable insights into the
in vivo roles of this conserved, essential coactivator
complex. These studies have also raised interesting
questions about Mediator function, providing further
avenues for investigation. For instance, what controls
the dissociation of the kinase module from core Mediator before association with the PIC? How is tailless
Mediator recruited to the PIC in the absence of the
tail subunits that would tether it to DNA at UASs?
It will also be of interest to determine whether the
mechanisms of Mediator function and regulation elucidated in yeast are conserved in metazoan systems. In
this regard, previous work has suggested both similarities and discrepancies. In both yeast and metazoans,
Mediator associates with distal regulatory elements
(UASs in yeast, enhancers in metazoans), likely to
facilitate looping to target promoters. However, Mediator association with promoters may be differentially
regulated between yeast and metazoans. For instance,
Mediator can be robustly detected at core promoters
in metazoan cells under normal growth conditions,42
while it can only be detected at yeast core promoters
following inhibition of CTD phosphorylation. While
it remains to be tested if inhibition of CTD phosphorylation traps Mediator at core promoters in metazoan
cells, the results of such experiments would likely be
difﬁcult to interpret due to promoter-proximal pausing of RNAPII in these organisms, which is itself regulated by Mediator and the Kin28 ortholog CDK7.3
Understanding how Mediator and other coactivators transmit regulatory signals directly to the transcription machinery is of great importance for
understanding general gene regulation. We anticipate
that further genome-wide studies that take into consideration structural analysis and high-resolution
chromosome conformation capture technology will
continue to yield new insights into the function of
Mediator in transcriptional regulation.
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